
IN US DISTRICT COURT
For the central district of IL

Urbana IL 61801

James F. Osterbur 
2191 county road 2500 E.  St. Joseph IL 61873

Vs.
United States of America
Internal Revenue Service/ dept of the Treasury; 1500 Pennsylvania ave NW   DC 
20220
the Solicitor General   ROOM 5614, Department of Justice, 
950 Pennsylvania ave, NW   Washington DC 20530-0001 

the Attorney General   US dept of Justice 10th and Constitution avenues NW Washington
DC 20530
the President Barrack Obama;   1600 Pennsylvania ave NW , DC 20500

dated: 12/3/10                                       trial number: 10-2257

VALID CAUSE OF ACTION

I SEEK REDRESS OF GRIEVANCES, AS IS GUARANTEED TO ME,
WITHIN THE UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION.  Your job is  to provide
that legal right/ and you have NO legal opportunity to refuse.  Refusal is to
deny the US CONSTITUTION rules this land/ and you are its employees. 
The demand to disobey the law/ particularly the constitutional guarantees of
a citizen herein:      CONSTITUTES A WILLINGNESS TO PARTICIPATE
IN THE CRIMINAL ACT    Of making this US constituti on invalid/ making
traitorous actions in defiance of said constitution/ and adhering to the enemy: 
which are those who try to defeat DEMOCRACY.   

Or more simply:    WE THE PEOPLE, own this land/ this nation/ and
WE ARE “this government, in connection with our founding documents.”  
You, are not the government/ you are an employee assigned to obey the law,
support the constitution and defend it.  The failure to do that very thing has
criminal consequences.  The intent to defeat the democracy of this USA and war
against it as an enemy HAS consequences.  The reality of law is very simple:
either you do obey it as written/ or you deny the law and disobey your oath of
office as is sworn; and thereby does come with consequences for you.

A CONCISE AND VALID CLAIM FOR RELIEF



The utter failure that is US government today, clearly proven throughout the
land/ clearly and distinctly proven by the debt load, propaganda instead of as the
constitution demands TRUE AND REAL accounting for the nation; provided to
the public: failed/   clear and distinct failure in protecting the children from
criminal conduct, as their elders not only steal their money, but force them into
absolute poverty by stripping every resource, and destroying every opportunity the
future could have; because of selfishness and greed/ failed because we stand only
minutes away from complete extinction by weapons of mass destruction; and the
refusal to apply world law instead/ failed because the education system has proven
tragic for too many/ failed because healthcare has become simple extortion/ failed
because as is proven in this court: THE LAW, is not obeyed without a fight even
in federal court/ failed because unemployment is too high/ failed because YOU do
not RESPECT DEMOCRACY, but the employees believe they can be rulers,
instead of we the people.  There are many more, including threats of extinction
that are specific to ending this world.  Religion has taken over government, the
reality of evolution (proven nothing), nothing more or less. Failed to protect the
future.  Failed to protect the people from weapons they cannot survive.  Failed to
provide redress to this date/ failed to protect the press (lost to a handful, with
greed as their only decision)/ failed to protect the people that they be secured in
their persons, houses, etc; “YOU, the employees, MADE THE MONEY BAD/
YOU SUPPORTED pathetic practice in banking and financial aspects of society”.
Failed to protect my right of trial/ failed to protect the value of DEMOCRACY to
me, and to us; with endless rhetoric and lies.  Failed by supreme court case 08-
1339 being denied by a clerk/ not a judge; which is conspiratorial treason, the
direct attempt to overrule the constitution and strip from the people their
democracy.  Lawyer/ Judge or not, you cannot pick and choose which law you will
obey/ you will obey them, or be found guilty “an enemy of this nation”.  And it is
up to the policing departments of this nation to apply the same demonstrations of
power to you, as they do to us.  Failed, because your policies have made it
impossible for some to avoid slavery and prostitution just to survive.  Failed
because due process is a joke among the judiciary, that they believe, can simply be
avoided with LIES, like “failure to state a valid claim for relief”.

A VALID WAIVER OF SOVEREIGN IMMUNITY

WE THE PEOPLE, ARE THIS GOVERNMENT!  You the employees are
not.  WE THE PEOPLE ARE DUE, THE PROCESS OF LEGAL REDRESS OF
GRIEVANCES ACCORDING TO THE FIRST AMENDMENT OF THIS US
CONSTITUTION, you have no say.  It is the law.  This democratic action rests



upon the certainty:   that we have not only a right/ but a duty to defend our nation
as we see fit.  That right exists as the legal remedy to take our employees to court
and examine their work/ establish the change we need to have/ and determine our
future for ourselves.  WE ARE THE OWNERS/ WE ARE THE DEMOCRACY/
AND WE , within the confines of constitutional law; do represent not only our
nation, but its law, and that enforcement of law ourselves.   WE ARE THE
JUDGE, in terms of redress of grievances/ because we are the owners coming to
examine and decide what is the truth and reality of what these people have done to
us, and in our name.  It is our guaranteed and inherent right of power, as we the
people.  Because it is OUR NATION.  OUR DEMOCRACY.  OUR LAW!

               SUBJECT MATTER JURISDICTION

THIS IS a democratic action provided by the constitution of this UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA.  The law of first amendment rights providing for the
legal remedy of failure by our employees/ and the opportunity to intercede prior to
even greater damage being done.  That means my legal right to inquire of this state
or county:   IF THEY DO, OR DO NOT BELIEVE, it is absolutely necessary to
defend this nation and ourselves by demanding an accounting, and DIRECT
control of government as the law allows through this court.  IT IS AN
INDIVIDUAL RIGHT, provided by the constitution.  It is a democratic action,
which means it is my right to ask of “we the people” here/ IF THEY TOO believe
it is necessary and valid to ask of the others by simple democratic due process. 
The act of governing ourselves, by taking responsibility for the future from those
who did not protect us;   and choosing for ourselves a new path/ defending
ourselves from those whose actions are traitorous.  Because this is NOT distinctly
the REDRESS TRIAL ITSELF/   BUT MERELY, THE DEMAND BY LAW, TO
ENFORCE THE FIRST AMENDMENT REDRESS OF GRIEVANCES, and
provide the beginning of trial.  Every court in the land is entitled and instructed
and demanded:   TO GIVE THE PEOPLE THEIR LEGAL RIGHTS.  This is not
national redress trial itself.   This is the beginning of redress, the foundation of
democracy whereby the people themselves vote, to participate as they see fit
within the laws and demands of democracy itself.  It is well within the
jurisdictional guidelines of this court/ it is our guaranteed and inherent right, as
citizens of this nation.  As WE THE PEOPLE.

  Further demand is created, through this initial trial to establish the
foundations upon which those who choose to participate by forcing trial: through
the refusal to pay taxes UNTIL that law is granted/ until trial has indeed begun. 
There is no intent to say, we or I shall not pay the tax.  RATHER AS IS THE



FOUNDATION OF DEMOCRACY; our primary weapon against employees who
refuse to obey our laws, by not enforcing redress/ is to remove their money.  The
filing of taxes remains/ BUT THE PENALTY AND INTEREST associated with
working for our democracy, through justice and fair legitimate actions;   are
demanded to be proven.  WHAT do you intend to do/ so that we all may know!

SUMMARY

Jurisdiction is proven and without doubt.  The issues of
treason exist, as the intentional and deliberate denial of
constitutional law.  The deliberate and intentional barricade to
keep this people from enforcing their democracy; as we the
people are owners here.... these are not vague/ they are
foundations of both law and democracy enforced by actions that
are within not only constitutional boundaries/ but exempt from
the actions of those who would deny us “we the people” our
laws.  That is a criminal trespass, at a minimum/ a felony
treason by critical reality:   we stand at the door of “terrible
possibilities”/ and must address them as a nation.  Because our
employees are drowning in want/ selfishness/ and greed.  Filled
with arrogance, governed by stupidity and insanity (gambling
that fusion fire will go out by itself, is insane.  If THAT
THEORY proves false/ this entire earth is dead; including you.). 
That is terrorism, invoked/ practiced/ and produced in
conjunction with the military/ university/ and employees of
government; located at the national ignition facility; and
working to develop this end of earth as we speak!  How is that
not treason?  Not a distinction of science or theory/ but legally
contested as GAMBLING WITH OUR LIVES!

No judge has the power to rewrite the constitution/ they
must obey it word for word.  No interpretation sticks as to the



constitution UNLESS the people allow it: thereby state your
case, and in redress of grievances trial for the nation/ WE WILL
TELL YOU, IF WE ALLOW YOUR CLAIM.  Until then you
have no say beyond what the constitution actually says.  No
foundation of merit or any other assertion of law/ because the
constitution does RULE all law in this land.  YOU have no
authority beyond the constitution/ merely the sworn duty to
uphold the constitution as written.  Prove I have no right within
those words.

There is nothing general about the current mess created by
our employees, whose failure to obey the preamble instructions/
whose failure to obey the intent and purpose of the founding
documents as has been presented/ whose failure to obey the
truth and act in a manner in accordance with reality.  Have all
proven without a doubt, that a citizen demanding redress for his
nation is well proven:    He has a right.

The relief I seek MORE than tangibly benefits me: this is
the nation within which I live/ these are the things I must deal
with everyday. The threats which can easily kill us or
exterminate our future: IS A DIRECT AND SIGNIFICANT
cost to me: I have spent my life fighting for the future.  These
employees of government, have spent their past; destroying that
future.  Because you failed us all.  Regardless of that;   THIS
TRIAL is the demand that my legal right to address and demand
of a jury:   that the facts and foundations of purpose, as are
written herein, should be taken seriously by them.  And the call
for redress at the national level should go out, so that the people
themselves can decide: if they are happy, with how our lives
have been affected.  OR, if they wish to decide for themselves,
what future, what change, what threat, and what money we shall



choose for ourselves.  As best we can/ through the legal process
of accountability.  Tell us the truth, nothing more, and nothing
less.  Through democratic actions of change, as will provide
compliance with the descriptions of the preamble to the US
constitution, and any other reality as they feel must be
addressed.   By      WE THE PEOPLE!

OUR GOVERNMENT/ OUR DEMOCRACY/ OUR
NATION;     You, are an employee!

The only controversy herein, with regard to first
amendment law is:   how many within the judiciary should be
tried, or found in contempt.

There is not jurisdictional issues that arise with enforcing
constitutional law/ it is your sworn duty to do so.  That is the
end of the story, and no interpretation can be proven otherwise. 
This is democracy at work, in accordance with constitutional
demand/ it is your sworn duty to uphold it, WITH RESPECT. 
Or be found in criminal contempt.  This is 

WE THE PEOPLE!

I present no case in the spending of funds from the
treasury.  That is something for we the people to decide in
national redress trial.  I present this case for the beginning of
that redress trial, according to the guarantees of the US
constitution; as is my right to do so.  It is the people themselves
who shall decide the final definitions of what accountability and
their authority exercised shall be.  This is about law.  This is
about guaranteed constitutional rights.  This is REDRESS OF
GRIEVANCES, according to the first amendment of this United
States of America Constitution.  Either you address that law,
and assume to fight with it/ or stand out of the way. 



Refusing to obey the law, has consequences.  WE THE
PEOPLE AS OWNERS, are the sovereign authority over this
nation.  WE are the inheritors of every promise made to those
who died, were mutilated, or made to sacrifice too much/
because others    “Believed they were special, and need not obey
the foundation intent which unites us together”.  That we are the
owners here, not you!  We are the law here, and you are our
employees!  Whether you like it, or not.


